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ABSTRACT
Integrating several legacy software systems together is com-
monly performed with multiple applications of the Adapter
Design Pattern in oo languages such as Java. The inte-
gration is based on specifying bi-directional translations be-
tween pairs of apis from different systems. Yet, manual
development of wrappers to implement these translations is
tedious, expensive and error-prone. In this paper, we explore
how models, aspects and generative techniques can be used
in conjunction to alleviate the implementation of multiple
wrappers. Briefly the steps are, (1) the automatic reverse
engineering of relevant concepts in apis to high-level models;
(2) the manual definition of mapping relationships between
concepts in different models of apis using an ad-hoc dsl; (3)
the automatic generation of wrappers from these mapping
specifications using aop. This approach is weighted against
manual development of wrappers using an industrial case
study. Criteria are the relative code length and the increase
of automation.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.2.12 [Software Engineering]: Interoperability

General Terms
Design, Reliability

Keywords
Legacy Systems, Aspects, Models, MDE

1. INTRODUCTION
As development techniques, paradigms, technologies and

methods are evolving far more quickly than domain appli-
cations, software evolution and maintenance is a constant
challenge for software engineers.
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In a context of Enterprise Application Integration (eai),
a key concern is the translation of the outputs of some ap-
plications into inputs for other applications. Text-based for-
mats can readily be handled with parsers, interpreters and
text-based adapters. Even more easily, xml-based formats
are nowadays supported by a wide range of tools or meth-
ods that help people convert information for a particular
use, platform or software. The problem is quite different
when one has to efficiently translate a continuous flow of
data from one legacy api (Application Programming Inter-
face) to another one. A possible solution could be based on
an application of the Adapter Pattern [20] to map one call
in api I1 to slightly different calls that cope with api I2,
hence ”wrapping” I2 in such a way that it offers an interface
compatible with I1.

Multiple occurrences of the Adapter Pattern are then needed
to integrate applications in such a way that they mutu-
ally inter-operate, including with previous versions of them-
selves. Even if a kind of intermediate api could be used to
reduce the number of adapters from 2 ∗ n ∗ (n− 1) down to
2 ∗ (n + 1) for n applications, that still leaves us with a lot
of tedious and error-prone adaptation code to be developed
when n is large. In some domains, such as the manage-
ment of heterogeneous on-line equipments for digital video
broadcasting, a steady flow of both requirements and third
party new products makes it very hard to both keep up
with evolutions and still guarantee backward compatibility
and interoperability between versions: even the intermediate
language has to be constantly refined, leading to expensive
maintenance operations.

The contribution of this paper is to propose a model-
driven approach to alleviate the implementation of multiple
wrappers in that kind of context. Our approach is techni-
cally based on three steps: (1) the automatic reverse en-
gineering of relevant concepts from apis to high-level mod-
els; (2) the manual definition of mapping relationships be-
tween concepts in different models of apis using an ad hoc
Domain Specific Language (dsl); (3) the automatic gener-
ation of wrappers from these mapping specifications using
Aspect Oriented Programming (aop) to avoid changes in
legacy apis. Our proposition highlights how models, aspects
and generative techniques might be used in conjunction with
legacy code to reduce costs and increase efficiency in soft-
ware development. The remainder of this paper is organized
as follows. Section 2 introduces a motivating example to il-
lustrate our approach. Section 3 outlines the global process
of our solution. Section 4 illustrates the first step of our
approach and describes how we use reverse-engineering to
create api-specific models. Section 5 and Section 6 refer to
the second step of the process and describe the mapping lan-
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Figure 1: Global View of the Management Archi-
tecture with some examples of managed physical de-
vices

guage, how it is used and how mappings implementation is
achieved. Section 7 deals with the automatic generation of
wrappers from mappings specifications using aspect-oriented
techniques. Section 8 compares our solution on the case
study to the manual implementation of adapters, in terms
of effort. Section 9 discusses articles and ideas related to our
work. Finally, Section 10 concludes this paper.

2. MOTIVATING EXAMPLE

2.1 General Description
As a motivating example, we are going to consider the

domain of configuring and managing heterogeneous equip-
ments for video and broadcasting, such as Thomson Exten-
sible Management System for Digital tv. This management
system deals with the intercommunication of legacy hard-
ware devices (i.e. Network Adapters, mpeg Multiplexers,
Encoders, Decoders,. . . ). As shown in Figure 1, digital de-
vices are designed by different manufacturers and from dif-
ferent technologies. Each one provides a specific api for
management purposes. For management and configuration
concerns, Thomson provides a distributed architecture with
a set of remote user interfaces and administration servers
that communicate with each other through an intermediate
api called xms. Administration servers main responsibility
is thus to convert xms orders into device-specific ones as
shown in Figure 1.

To allow integration with existing platforms and systems,
Thomson has been developing apis for an extensive set of
protocols such as mtep, snmp, xms, tcp/ip, rs232/485 and
so on (see Figure 1). The evolution of legacy equipments in-
duces the development and the maintenance of several ver-
sions of apis, both for the specific protocols and for the inter-
mediate language xms. This situation leads to the combina-
torial explosion of the number of wrappers to be developed.

2.2 Translation Issues
In Figure 2 we present the specification of the mappings

between objects from the mtep api to the xms api. The
mtep specification defines groups of devices. Devices are ei-
ther nominal or redundant. Nominal devices are preferably
used by the system to perform some treatment. If nominal

Figure 2: Example of Objects Diagrams with Map-
ping Information

devices are not available because of bugs or failures, the sys-
tem uses redundant devices that offer equivalent functionali-
ties. While the mtep api qualifies the redundant or nominal
characteristic in the form of a relation between a group and a
device, the xms api proposes two different objects. xms de-
fines nominal devices as B NetworkElement and redundant
devices as B RedundancyResource. The concept of group
(B RedundancyGroup) is available only for redundant de-
vices.

The semantics of ”mapped by” is informally defined at the
level of the specification while experts from the domain re-
ally define the semantics of ”mapped by” at the code level
only (see Listing 1). This situation often results in ambigu-
ous interpretations of the mappings. Therefore we have a
need to specify the formal semantics for the ”mapped by” re-
lation. The personal interpretation by the developers is crit-
ical to create wrappers for the api objects. The translation
of MGroup1 to XGroup1 (see Figure 2) consists in copying
all data from MGroup1 attributes to XGroup1 equivalent at-
tributes. The translation of MDevice1 is more complicated
since the semantics of mapped by does not provide enough
information for the data transfer. The developers may cre-
ate XElement1 or XResource1 or both. Moreover developers
are not able to infer the sequence of the translation process
from the mappings specification. For instance, developers
could either implement the translation of MGroup1 first or
start with MDevice1.

To summarize, we observe three issues in the current spec-
ification of the translation:

• The mapping descriptions are often ambiguous.

• Developers often introduce implementation bugs while
coding wrappers for such specification.

• The automatic synthesis of the translation process from
the specification is not possible.

3. GLOBAL SOLUTION PROCESS
We propose a semi-automated process to limit the am-

biguity of mapping descriptions, to reduce bugs in the im-
plementation and to automate the design of the translation
process. The process is composed of four steps as illustrated
on Figure 3:

� - Model Abstraction from Legacy Code:
We analyze the legacy code of the apis to find all rel-
evant classes. We automatically build an application
model with the use of reverse engineering techniques
(see Section 4).
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class : Mtep Device
−−−−−−−−−−− F i r s t ob j e c t to c r ea t e −−−−−−−−−−−
mapped class : B RedundantResource
read attributs :
comment ( St r ing )⇒B RedundantResource . name( St r ing )

read associations :
EMPTY

−−−−−−−−−−−− Second ob j e c t to c r ea t e −−−−−−−−−−
mapped class : B NetworkElement
read attributs :

d e v i c e i d ( i n t ) ⇒ B NetworkElement . dev i c e Id ( i n t )
type ( shor t ) ⇒ B NetworkElement . type ( shor t )
extended type
( shor t ) ⇒ B NetworkElement . extendedType ( i n t )

comment ( St r ing ) ⇒ B NetworkElement . name( S t r ing )
read associations :

. . .

Listing 1: Example of mapping instructions pro-
vided by experts between a MTEP Device and XMS
corresponding elements: B NetworkElement and
B RedundantResource

� - High Level Mapping Description:
Users define mappings at the model level between classes
from the mtep api and classes from the xms api and
vice versa (see Section 5). In Figure 3, white diamonds
represent the mapping relations between classes from
the apis. Big black dots pinpoint that a mapping rela-
tion has multiple inputs or outputs. See Section 5 for
more details on the mapping language.

� - Translation Strategies:
Users choose strategies of translation to specify how
the data should be transfered between model elements
(see Section 6).

� - Generation of Bidirectional Adapters:
We automatically generate bidirectional wrappers as
aspects. We filter the information from the models
and the mappings to generate code. We generate code
only for the wrappers to avoid invasion of the legacy
code.

4. MODEL ABSTRACTION FROM LEGACY
CODE

In a context of Enterprise Application Integration (eai),
a key concern is the translation of the outputs of some ap-
plications into inputs for other applications. The problem
is to efficiently translate a continuous flow of data from one
api (Application Programming Interface) to another one. A
possible solution could be based on an application of the
Adapter Pattern [20] to map one call in api I1 to slightly
different calls that cope with api I2, hence ”wrapping” I2

in such a way that it offers an interface compatible with I1.
We propose to move the mapping specification from the code
level to the model level. The basic idea is to automatically
build a model from the code of the api. The first step is
to detect the relevant model elements that are valuable in
terms of domain representativeness. We identify these model
elements by analyzing the structural data (i.e oo classes) of
apis.

From this structural information, we build a model of the
application. The model of the application conforms to a
high-level representation of the implementation language,

Figure 3: Our process is composed of four steps. We
automatically extract models from the APIs. Users
define mappings and select strategies for translat-
ing model elements. We automatically generate
adapters for each API.

i.e a meta-model. We filter the model to remove any unnec-
essary information.

The model we build only contains domain related model
elements we want to align with the model elements of an-
other api.

We performed the reverse engineering of the api code (see
Listing 2) with SpoonEMF1. SpoonEMF offers a Java code
analyzer that automatically produces a model of the code
as an Abstract Syntax Tree (ast) (see Figure 4).
We filter the ast to remove irrelevant data and build a new
model that conforms to the ECore2 formalism. We choose
the ECore formalism because it is the input of the tools we
use in further steps of our process.

For instance, we analyze the Java code (see Listing 2) of
the mtep api to create the corresponding application model
(see Figure 4). Through the analysis, we found device id and
comment are attributes of a Java class called ”Mtep Device”
and inputFromBuffer is a method of the same class. Our
interest focus on structural data. Therefore we keep the at-
tributes and drop the method inputFromBuffer. In a second
time, we look for getter and setter methods to identify read-
only or read-write attributes. Third step is to create the
corresponding ECore class as shown in Figure 5.

5. HIGH LEVEL MAPPING DESCRIPTION
We propose to move the mapping descriptions from an

informal text-based representation to a formal specification.
We adapted and extended the formalism introduced in [11]
to provide users with a graphical language. Hausmann et
al ’s formalism includes elements to express consistency be-
tween models or in another way the conditions under which
two models are compatible.

We kept the following definitions (see Figure 6) to express
various configurations of mapping:

• A white diamond indicates a mapping definition and
has a name.

1http://spoon.gforge.inria.fr
2http://www.eclipse.org/modeling/emf/?project=emf
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package mtep . mtep 9 20 . en t i t y . dmt . impl ;
import . . .
public c lass Mtep Device extends MtepElement

implements MtepElementInterface
{

private int d ev i c e i d ;
private St r ing comment ;

public Mtep Device (){}

public int ge tDev i c e id ( ){ return d ev i c e i d ;}

public void s e tDev i c e i d ( int aDev ice id )
{ d ev i c e i d = aDev ice id ;}

public St r ing getComment ( ) {return comment ;}

public boolean inputFromBuffer ( InputStream bu f f e r )
throws ExConversionProblem , ExInvalidFormat

{return true ;}
. . .

}
Listing 2: Extract of MTEP Device Java class

Figure 4: Application Model we got from the reverse
engineering of the MTEP Device Java class

• A model element is linked with a mapping definition
with a dotted line.

• If a mapping definition involves multiple sources or
multiple targets, a black circle is put between the map-
ping description and the set of model elements in-
volved.

We propose to extend the current formalism (see Figure 7)
to include the following concerns explicitly:

• We explicitly separated mapping descriptions into four
types. Each type depends on the multiplicity of sources
and targets model elements that we want to map.

Figure 5: MTEP Device Class in the ECore model
produced from code

• We allow the creation of a mapping description be-
tween any model element such as classes (i.e real ob-
jects), attributes, and relations between model ele-
ments.

• We propose that each mapping description is bound
to a strategy. A strategy is converted into a specific
translation algorithm. We observed that a lot of trans-
lations share the same behavior and may be reused for
several model elements translation. We conclude that
users could use predefined strategies for common trans-
lation and only provide their own when necessary:

– CloneStrategy is fully-automatic and consists in
copying source attributes to target attributes with
no changes

– RenameStrategy is semi-automatic and takes data
from users to align concepts by their names

– ConstrainedStrategy is semi-automatic and pro-
vides a limited model-alignment language. The
language offers atomic operations on models that
guarantee the termination and the bijectiveness
of the translation.

– FreeStrategy is manual and relies on a Turing-
complete language for arbitrary complex mappings.

Figure 6 illustrates the mapping language and the use of
strategies on the mtep to xms translation example. This
example is based on the mapping descriptions provided by
experts to translate a device from mtep to xms. We create
graphical mapping descriptions and link them to model ele-
ments from apis. In the example we map a MTEP Device to
both B NetworkElement and B RedundancyResource and
we associate a strategy of translation. The strategy of trans-
lation is contained in the mapping and is represented by a
small light-grayed circle. The strategy we use in the trans-
lation is a RenameStrategy because we want to align the
mtep api model elements and the xms api model elements
on names. A RenameStrategy needs some additional input
from users to automatically create a wrapper that works. We
put such input in the light-grayed rectangle that is linked to
the strategy. Inputs are defined with the directive language
used in [9].

6. TRANSLATION STRATEGIES AND OP-
ERATIONAL SEMANTICS DEFINITION
WITH KERMETA

From this point, we manipulate one model for each api
and an additional mapping model independently. We have
to create wrappers to convert the api I1 to the api I2. It
is not yet possible to automatically generate these wrappers
because we need to know how to interpret the mapping lan-
guage and the relation between the mapping language and
the apis model elements. We have to combine the model
elements from the apis and the mapping language elements
to create a new language that describes how to execute the
mappings. We give the operational semantics of this new
language with Kermeta, which thus plays the role of the
meta-language in which our mapping language is defined.
The FreeStrategy presented in Section 5 can then be consid-
ered as an escape mechanism to the meta-language.

Kermeta [14] provides a way to compose meta-models con-
cepts declarations using Aspects at the modeling level. This
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Figure 6: Graphical description of mappings be-
tween mtep and xms elements.

Figure 7: Graphical Mapping Language Specifica-
tion as a meta-model

composition allows developers to manipulate concepts from
different meta-models. The Kermeta language has also been
specifically developed to express DSL operational semantics.
We are then able to describe how the mapping language and
its syntactic elements have to be implemented. For instance,
we describe the semantics of mappings, the semantics of the
relations with api model elements, and the semantics of the
strategies.

To illustrate the use of Kermeta, we present the imple-
mentation of two strategies with the Thomson’s case study
as a background. Listing 3 show the implementation of the
CloneStrategy and Listing 4 show one implementation of the
FreeStrategy.

6.1 CloneStrategy Automation for Simple Map-
pings

The default translation strategy of our process is the Clon-
eStrategy. This strategy needs to be fully automated to
alleviate users efforts in designing the translation between
apis. We propose a Kermeta Visitor approach to create
main concepts and their attributes. Listing 3 is an example
of the implementation of the strategy. The implementation
is achieved through two methods: ”toDomain()” method lit-
erally ”clone” a class from the first api to create a class from
the second api; ”toRange” method is the reverse.

aspect class CloneStrategy {
operation toDomain ( ) : Void i s do
var m : One2OneMapping
m ?= s e l f . mapping
m. range . element . getMetaClass ( ) . ownedAttribute

. each{ ra |
m. domain . element . getMetaClass ( ) . ownedAttribute

. each{da |
i f da . name . equa l s ( ra . name) then
m. domain . element . getMetaClass ( ) . ˜ set (

da ,m. range . element . getMetaClass ( ) . get ( ra )
)

end
}}

end
operation toRange ( ) : Void i s do
var m : One2OneMapping
m ?= s e l f . mapping
m. domain . element . getMetaClass ( ) . ownedAttribute

. each{da |
m. range . element . getMetaClass ( ) . ownedAttribute

. each{ ra |
i f ra . name . equa l s ( da . name) then
m. range . element . getMetaClass ( ) . ˜ set (

ra ,m. range . element . getMetaClass ( ) . get ( da )
)

end
}}

end
}
Listing 3: Example of the CloneStrategy in Kermeta
language

6.2 Bidirectional FreeStrategy for Complex Map-
pings

Some mappings cannot be achieved by using available
strategies such as CloneStrategy, RenameStrategy, or Con-
strainedStrategy. Users need some complex algorithms to
create corresponding model elements so they use the full
expressiveness of the Kermeta language to define the trans-
lation. For simplicity’s sake, we present only one type of
xms network device that is a B NetworkElement. There ex-
ists four other types of network devices the translation has
to consider. The type of a device is given by an integer
in the mtep api whereas each type of device is a different
class in the xms api. Listing 4 shows the implementation
of the strategy to perform a search-and-test activity that
creates various types of devices. To conclude this subsec-
tion, FreeStrategy are very useful to handle very specific
translations. Moreover we are able to produce new custom
strategies that can be reused in further developments.

7. BIDIRECTIONAL ADAPTERS GENER-
ATION

The generation of the wrappers is the last step of the
global process. This step is similar to well-known generative
techniques that produce code from models. The code gener-
ator uses two input parameters: the mapping design model
and the Kermeta code that supports the translation strate-
gies. We adapted code generation methods to use aspects-
weaving techniques, i.e, we generate wrappers as aspects to
avoid the invasion of the original code of apis. The genera-
tion step is composed of three stages (see Figure 8):

• We use the Kermeta Compiler to merge the structural
definitions from the apis with the behavioral defini-
tions from the mappings and strategies. The output is
an ECore model.
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class FreeStrategyDevice inherits FreeStrategy {
reference dom : Mtep Device
reference ran : B NetworkElement

operation toDomain ( ) : Void i s do
var m : Mapping
m ?= s e l f . mapping
s e l f . dom := m. domain . element
s e l f . ran := m. domain . element

i f s e l f . ran . isKindOf ( B Switcher ) then
se l f . dom. type := 0

else i f s e l f . ran . isKindOf ( B TsProbe ) then
var ne : B TsProbe
ne ?= s e l f . ran
ne . tsProbeInputName := s e l f . dom. dev i c e Id

. sub s t r i ng ( ne . tsProbeInputName . s i z e −1 ,1)

. t o In t eg e r
s e l f . dom. type := 1

. . .
end end

operation toRange ( ) : Void i s do
var m : One2OneMapping
m ?= s e l f . mapping
s e l f . dom := m. domain . element
s e l f . ran := m. domain . element

i f s e l f . dom. type == 0 then
se l f . ran := B Switcher . new

else i f s e l f . dom. type == 1 then
var ne : B TsProbe in i t B TsProbe . new
ne . tsProbeInputName := ”TSProbe ” +

s e l f . dom. dev i c e Id . t oS t r i ng
s e l f . ran := ne

. . .
end end
}
Listing 4: Example of FreeStrategy for trans-
lating a MTEP Device to the right type of
B NetworkElement and vice versa

• We filter the ECore model to remove all data that are
in conflict with existing apis. We obtain an ECore
model that only contains the definitions related to the
translation.

• We use an AspectJ generator written in Kermeta to
generate aspects from the ECore model we filtered.

7.1 Merging Structure, Mappings and Strate-
gies

We convert the mapping specifications into a Kermeta
model. Each mapping is converted into two Kermeta as-
pects: one for the source model elements of the api I1 and
one for the target model elements of the api I2. These
aspects contain Kermeta operations that encapsulate the
adaptation between the two apis. We analyze strategies
and additional alignment directives provided by users and
translate them into Kermeta code. This code is the actual
body of the methods previously created.

As an example, we consider the conversion of a MTEP Device
to a B NetworkElement. We create two Kermeta aspects for
both MTEP Device and B NetworkElement. We analyze
the strategy associated to this mapping and produce cor-
responding Kermeta code (see Listing 4). We combine the
definitions of the device id and comments attributes (see
Figure 5) with this additional behavior (toDomain() and
toRange() operations) to produce the final adapter. Result
is shown on Listing 5.

z e −1 ,1)

Figure 8: The production of executable code is com-
posed of three steps. The Kermeta Compiler merges
structural and behavioral definitions. We filter the
resulting model. We generate the wrappers between
APIs as aspects.

7.2 Avoid Invasion by Filtering
One key concern of our approach is to be non-invasive re-

garding legacy api code. The merged model we get from
previous stage contains definitions of both api classes and
wrappers. The generation of code from this model would
build a set of new classes that would overwrite legacy classes.
We avoid classes to be overwritten by removing class defini-
tions that are equivalent between the models of the apis and
the model of the wrappers. We apply a filtering method that
only keeps new class members or additional utility classes.

The method checks names of classes and their signature
[9] to identify equivalent class definitions that we remove
from the merged model. We get a new ECore model that
only contains the methods and classes that define the wrap-
pers between one api and another. In the example of the

aspect class MTEP Device {
/∗ Att r i bu t e s from MTEP Device c l a s s ∗/
attribute d ev i c e i d : i n t
attribute comment : S t r ing

/∗ Kermeta code from Lis t ing 4 ∗/
operation toDomain ( ) : Void i s do

. . .
end
operation toRange ( ) : Void i s do

. . .
end
}
Listing 5: Aspect in Kermeta: combination of legacy
data and adapters data
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// c l a s s e s e x i s t in Legacy
classesinMM1 ?= generator . a l l C l a s s e s
//Al l c l a s s e s
c la s se s inCompi l edEcore ?= generator1 . a l l C l a s s e s
var c l a s sEx i s t InLegacy : Sequence<EClass>
c l a s sEx i s t InLegacy := c las ses inCompi l edEcore . select {
c | classesinMM1 . e x i s t s {c1 | c1 . name == c . name}
}
c l a s sEx i s t InLegacy . each{c |
var c1 : EClass in i t classesinMM1 . detect{c2 |
c2 . name == c . name}

/∗ Operations tha t should be introduced in a legacy
∗ c l a s s e s ( operation that are in the c l a s s of the
∗ compiled ecore but not in the o r i g i na l ecore ∗/

var operat ionToIntroduce : Sequence<EOperation> in i t
//match by s ignature
c . eOperat ions . select {op | not c1 . eOperat ions . e x i s t s {
op1 | op1 . name == op . name}}

/∗Fie lds tha t should be introduced in a legacy
∗ c l a s s e s ( f i e l d s tha t are in the c l a s s of the
∗compiled ecore but not in the o r i g i na l ecore∗/

var f i e l d sTo In t r oduce :
Sequence<EStructura lFeature> in i t
c . eS t ruc tu ra lFea tu r e s . select { f |
not c1 . eS t ruc tu ra lFea tu r e s . e x i s t s { f 1 |

f 1 . name == f . name}}
//Generate aspects
generateAspect ( c , f i e ld sToInt roduce ,
operat ionToIntroduce , outputFolder )

}
//newclasses => Standard POJO Generation
c l a s sEx i s t InLegacy . each{c |
c la s se s inCompi l edEcore . remove ( c )}

c la s se s inCompi l edEcore . each{c |
generatePojos ( c , outputFolder )}

Listing 6: Kermeta code for filtering models ele-
ments that are in conflict with existing one in legacy
APIs

MTEP Device, the filtering process removes elements that
exist in legacy apis. As a consequence, device id and comment
attributes are removed from the definition of the MTEP Device
aspect.

7.3 Executable Code Production
We process the model of aspect definitions we got from

the previous stage. The Kermeta compiler uses code tem-
plates to produce AspectJ executable code. Classes that do
not exist in the legacy code are created whereas classes that
already exists are augmented with inter-type declarations.
The inter-type declarations encapsulate the translation be-
havior between existing classes. Adapters between the two
apis (see an example for a MTEP Device in Listing 7) are
composed with the original legacy code (available as a JAR)
at load-time using the AspectJ compiler. Load-time weav-
ing is deferred until the point that a class loader loads a
class file and defines the class to the jvm. As a consequence,
additional capabilities we brought through the adapters pro-
duction does not pollute existing code embedded in legacy
apis.

8. DISCUSSION
As an evaluation of our solution, we propose to compare

efforts between classic development techniques (followed by
domain experts) and using our semi-automated process. As
a benchmark, we are comparing our solution to Thomson
Extensible Management System evolution on the specific ex-
ample of mtep to xms protocol translations.

8.1 Impact of Automation on Wrappers Pro-
duction

package net . thomson . p ro toco l . mtep ;
aspect Mtep DeviceAspect {
dec l a r e parents : Mtep Device

implements kermeta . language . s t r u c tu r e . Object ;

public Mtep Device Input inputsLinkedWithBoards ;
public Mtep Device Output outputsLinkedWithBoards ;
public B NetworkElement output ;
public B RedundancyReplaceableResource outputRedundant ;
public void mtep2xmsPass1 ( ){

. . .
}
public void mtep2xmsPass2 ( B XmsBusinessData xbd ,

Mtep Device . Object out , JavaBoolean nominal ){
. . .

}
}
Listing 7: AspectJ code produced by the Kermeta
compiler for the MTEP Device example

The case study is based on a subset of Thomson mtep
to xms conversion. This subset contains seven mtep-related
concepts and twenty xms-related concepts defined in their
respective apis.

From the correspondence specifications provided by ex-
perts, Thomson developers implemented twenty mappings
to carry out the bijective translations between mtep and
xms (see Figure 9 for details about mappings ratio). The
application of our process on the same case study involves
only eight bidirectional mappings, whose distribution is rep-
resented in Figure 10.

We can draw two conclusions from these figures:

1. We needed fewer mapping descriptions to handle the
same case study.

2. Mapping descriptions complexity is reduced since Many-
to-many mappings are not used and 75% of mapping
descriptions are One-to-one mappings.

The first point comes from the use of a more adequate DSL
to express mappings at the right level of abstraction. At
the code level, developers implement complex mappings as
one-to-one mappings because the implementation language
do not offer higher-order mapping operators. The mapping
language we propose offers more expressiveness to declare
mappings so some of them, identified by experts, are not
expressed anymore as single mappings but are encapsulated
into higher-order mappings. The second point is related
to the expressiveness of the DSL versus the implementa-
tion practices in Java. We observed that when people use
low-level correspondence languages, they are more tempted
to violate implementation practices of the Visitor Pattern
to access incidental information (information from multiple
concepts that do not take part in the original described map-
pings). Our approach limits this problem since the mapping
DSL offers higher abstractions to retrieve data in a proper
way: users are able to describe relations between mappings,
so concepts involved in a mapping are confined to the origi-
nal inputs and outputs of the wrappers.

Figure 11 is to be compared with Thomson implemen-
tation of adapters (100% of strategies would be FreeAlign-
ment). This figure shows that most of strategies (63%) used
to handle the case study are automatic or semi-automatic.
Of course, it is not possible to automatically define all map-
ping implementations: that is why we provide a way to use
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Figure 9: Distribution of the twenty mappings iden-
tified by the experts of the domain and implemented
with Java

Figure 10: Distribution of the eight mappings iden-
tified by experts of the domain and implemented
with the mapping language presented in Section 5)

a more powerful language to implement the remaining map-
pings.

These results are a first indication, on a relatively small
example, that the use of a high-level language for mapping
descriptions helps reduce the number of adapters to be im-
plemented. It also gives additional evidence that the use
of generative techniques cuts down global complexity and
effort to produce adapters.

8.2 Effort Comparison
The second stage of our evaluation deals with effort esti-

mation in terms of the number of lines of code (loc). Thom-
son global adapter size for the case study is about 5350 locs
to realize the bi-directional translation between mtep and
xms protocols. Our approach is implemented using only
510 Kermeta locs. The effort has been evaluated to 136
hours of person work for the manual implementation of a

Figure 11: Ratio of strategy types used to imple-
ment adapters through the process we propose

Production of Manual Generative
a new adapter Approach Approach

v1 v2 (avg) v1 v2 (avg)
Code length (loc) 5350 - 570 -
Total tdev (Hours) 136 +57 150-200 +9

Table 1: Effort for manual and generative ap-
proaches for the production of a new adapter. The
production of a second version (v2) increases the
effort by an average of 57 hours for the manual ap-
proach and by an average of 9 hours for the gener-
ative approach.

Figure 12: Cumulative effort for the production of
new versions of adapters using manual or generative
approach: effort (time of development in month) is
on the y-axis and versions on the x-axis.

new adapter, compared to 150 hours to handle the same ex-
ample with our approach. Considering up to 50 extra hours
to take into account the introduction of a new mapping lan-
guage and a new language for strategies definition for users,
the effort needed to use our process is of 150 up to 200 hours
(see Table 1) for the very first version of an adapter, which
is slightly more than the manual approach.

However, the mean of the effort to produce a new version
of an adapter for both approaches are 57 hours for a man-
ual implementation versus 9 hours with the semi-automatic
process.

These results have several consequences: First, we are able
to say that our approach needs less manual implementation
from users. Second, thanks to generative techniques, we
were able to reduce the number of bugs in code and thus
time spent in debugging has been drastically reduced. These
improvements allow users to save some maintenance effort
on the code in further evolutions. Figure 12 illustrates the
effort reduction in the production of ten successive versions
of this adapter. A manual approach induces a constant ef-
fort to develop and test new adapters versions. Our semi-
automatic approach is expensive on the very first version
(learning overhead and complex mapping definitions) but
costs decrease with time as learning overhead decreases in
further evolution. Even though benefits, in terms of efforts,
observed on Figure 12 are relatively small, we have to keep in
mind that this process is to be repeated, for instance, on the
five apis definition presented on Figure 1 with, let us say 10
versions each. Since we want these api to be integrated with
each other, it ends in the production of (5 ∗ 10)4 adapters.
A potential extrapolation of our results would give an effort
reduction of 87% by using our approach.
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8.3 Runtime Overhead
The adapter generation process does not raise much run-

time overhead for the translation execution. Indeed, the
generated AspectJ only contains inter-type declarations to
introduce new attributes and methods used in the visitor.
The weaving between the aspects and the legacy code is per-
formed at load-time using AspectJ 5 that does not introduce
significant overhead. Still the Java behavior code generated
from the Kermeta compiler could be improved, in particular
the compilation of the lexical closure used in Kermeta in the
free mapping are rather naive. Nevertheless, in studying ex-
isting translations in the legacy code developed in Java, we
have also highlighted that some basic Object-Oriented prin-
ciples are often violated. For example, the bad use of the
visitor pattern introduces the use of lots of Runtime Type
Information tests which also decreases the efficiency of the
translator. For these three reasons, there is no significant
waste or saving of performance during the translation exe-
cution, in the considered case study.

9. RELATED WORK
Software evolution and maintenance of legacy systems is

a constant challenge for software engineers. Most research
works focus on evolution and maintenance of one given legacy
system. Various techniques such as Design Patterns [4] [3],
and more recently models and program transformations [24,
21] have been used for this purpose. While these works aim
at modifying the legacy for technical upgrade or even migra-
tion, we aim at connecting several existing legacies through
the alignment of their API. We propose a Domain Specific
Language to generate an adapter pattern for a set of classes.
In this context, the constraints we consider are different from
legacy evolution since the existing code must be kept un-
changed. The process we propose for that is related to two
main domains: model-driven engineering, for specifying the
mapping at a high-level of abstraction; aspect-oriented pro-
gramming for integrating the wrappers with the legacy code
in a non-intrusive way.

The model-driven engineering community has developed
several languages to specify transformations based on map-
pings between concepts such as QVT [5], ATL/AMW [8]
or graph-based languages such as Viatra [22], VMTS [23] or
AGG [1]. These approaches are oriented to meta-models cor-
respondence and to transformation rules production in order
to perform data transformation or migration. In compari-
son, the process we propose is specific to APIs translation
and inter-operation. Our graphical representation of map-
pings is based on ideas taken from the work of Hausmann
[11]. We kept the graphical representation of mappings and
we use some concepts to include mappings within each other.
However, as mentioned in previous section 5, we did not keep
simple relations between mappings because these relations
introduce more complexity in the mapping description ac-
tivity that users could have difficulties to manage.

Even if several papers discuss the issue of evolving aspect-
oriented applications [15], several works have shown the rel-
evance of adopting Aspect-Oriented paradigm to work with
legacy systems. Belapurkar [6] use aspect-oriented program-
ming to comprehend and maintain complex legacy systems.
It shows how AspectJ can be used to perform static or dy-
namic analysis of legacy code to evaluate the impact of an
interface change, identify dead code, generate a dynamic call
graph or evaluate the impact of exceptions. Ng et al. [16],
discuss how simple yet effective AOP constructs can facil-

itate the process of program comprehension. Contrary to
these work, we use AOP as a composition operator to en-
rich existing classes in the legacy without modifying their
code.

Hannemann et al. have illustrated the relevance of As-
pectJ to implement GoF design patterns [10]. They demon-
strate modularity improvements in 17 of 23 patterns. In our
approach, we use AspectJ to integrate new methods and at-
tributes that are necessary to implement the visitor pattern
in existing legacy code. We extend the interface of the Ele-
ment class via AspectJ’s open class mechanism as suggested
in [10]. Moreover we differ from the previous approach be-
cause we generate the AspectJ code from a domain specific
language that declares the mapping between two APIs.

Currently, we use Inter-Type Definition of AspectJ mainly
for modifying existing API without modifying their code.
We could obtain the same results with other approaches.
Scala [17] for example proposes a mixin-class composition
that can be used to introduce new member definitions of a
class. In association with its ”implicit” mechanism that al-
lows extension of existing classes through a lexically scoped
implicit conversion, Scala can replace Java and AspectJ [19]
as a back-end for generation. Another similar approach for
the introduction is the use of Composition Filters [2] where
filters are aspects that act as proxies to messages and im-
pose additional functionalities. These functionalities are ac-
tivated based on conditions specified in the filters.

In this trend of AspectJ generation, Meta-AspectJ [12]
and XAspects [18], which advocate the use of AspectJ as a
back-end language for aspect orientation, are similar with
our approach. Nevertheless, the main goal is different. The
value of Meta-AJ or XAspects is found in the reasons why
neither AspectJ nor code-generation alone is sufficient. Meta-
AJ provides syntactic features to deal with the dynamic cre-
ation of aspects, such as wildcard characters in names speci-
fications. Using Meta-AJ, a user can leverage the full power
of Java to create complex joinpoints that AspectJ does not
support. We use AspectJ with load-time weaving to bypass
the absence of open-classes [7] support in the legacy code.

10. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES
We have presented a process to semi-automatically pro-

duce adapters from existing apis. Our approach is based
on pooling existing techniques together (reverse-engineering,
model-to-model transformation, code generation and aspect
weaving) to alleviate tedious and error-prone developments.
Although the specific domain of apis interoperability looked
first quite unsuitable for applying techniques such as Do-
main Specific Modeling (dsm) or Model-Driven Engineer-
ing (mde), we successfully achieved to provide another way
of producing interoperability adapters by combining model-
related and code generation techniques.

Our process has been successfully applied on the example
presented in Section 2, paving the way for large scale de-
ployment on Thomson Extensible Management System for
Digital tv.

This idea of smoothly combining models, aspects and gen-
erative techniques with legacy code goes actually well be-
yond the problem of api adaptation. Since very few de-
velopments start from scratch nowadays, the idea of using
mde to generate all the code of an application looks quite
naive, and thus rightfully induces some skepticism in pro-
grammer’s minds. A key issue of extending the usage of
mde beyond specialized domains then lies in its ability to
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smoothly blend with legacy applications or components [13]
as illustrated here. We hope that the approach presented
in this paper could constitute a first step into reconciling
modeling level approaches with programming level ones.
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